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Optimality of orders one to three and beyond:
characterization and evaluation complexity
in constrained nonconvex optimization
C. Cartis∗ N. I. M. Gould† and Ph. L. Toint‡
19 May 2017
Abstract
Necessary conditions for high-order optimality in smooth nonlinear constrained opti-
mization are explored and their inherent intricacy discussed. A two-phase minimization
algorithm is proposed which can achieve approximate ﬁrst-, second- and third-order criti-
cality and its evaluation complexity is analyzed as a function of the choice (among existing
methods) of an inner algorithm for solving subproblems in each of the two phases. The
relation between high-order criticality and penalization techniques is ﬁnally considered,
showing that standard algorithmic approaches will fail if approximate constrained high-
order critical points are sought.
Keywords: nonlinear optimization, constrained problems, high-order optimality conditions, com-
plexity theory.
1 Introduction
Analyzing the evaluation complexity of algorithms for solving the nonlinear nonconvex op-
timization problem has been an active research area over the past few years: we refer the
interested reader to [1–8,11–16,19–24,26–37,40,42–44,46,47,49–52] for contributions in this
speciﬁc area. The main focus of this thriving domain is to give (sometimes sharp) bounds on
the number of evaluations of a minimization problem’s functions (objective and constraints,
if relevant) and their derivatives that are, in the worst case, necessary for the considered algo-
rithms to ﬁnd an approximate critical point of a certain order. It is not uncommon that such
algorithms involve costly internal computations, provided the number of calls to the problem
functions is kept as low as possible.
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In nearly all cases, complexity bounds are given for the task of ﬁnding ǫ-approximate ﬁrst-
or (more rarely) second-order critical points, typically using ﬁrst- or second-order Taylor mod-
els of the objective function in a suitable globalization framework such as those that use rust
regions or regularization. Notable exceptions are [1] where ǫ-approximate third-order criti-
cal points of unconstrained problems are sought, [6,7,17–19] where ǫ-approximate ﬁrst-order
critical points are considered using Taylor models of order higher than two for unconstrained,
convexly-constrained, least-squares and equality-constrained problems, respectively, and [21]
where general ǫ-approximate q-th order (q ≥ 1) critical points of convexly constrained opti-
mization are analyzed using Taylor models of degree q.
Because the present contribution focuses on problems involving a mixture of convex in-
equality and nonlinear equality constraints, it is useful to set the stage by considering earlier
research in this constrained framework. In [14], the worst-case evaluation complexity of
ﬁnding an ǫ-approximate ﬁrst-order critical point for smooth nonlinear (possibly nonconvex)
optimization problems under convex constraints was examined, using methods involving a
second-order Taylor model of the objective function. It was then shown that at most O(ǫ−3/2)
evaluations of the objective function and its derivatives are needed to compute such an approx-
imate ﬁrst-order critical point. This result, identical in order to the best known result for the
unconstrained case, assumes that the cost of computing a projection onto the convex feasible
set is neglible. It comes however at the price of potentially restrictive technical assumptions
(see [14] for details). The analysis of [20] then built on this result by ﬁrst specializing it to
convexly constrained nonlinear least-squares and then using the resulting complexity bound
in the context of a two-phase algorithm for a problem class involving general constraints. If
ǫP and ǫD are the primal and dual criticality thresholds, respectively, it was shown that at
most O(ǫ
−1/2
P ǫ
−3/2
D ) evaluations of the problem’s functions and their gradients are needed to
compute an approximate critical point in that case, where the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions are scaled to take the size of the Lagrange multipliers into account. Because of the
proof of this result is based an the bound for the convex case, it suﬀers from the same limi-
tations (not to mention an additional constraint on the relative sizes of ǫP and ǫD, see [20]).
Another more general approach was presented in [43] leading to the same complexity bounds,
but at the price of a subproblem involving the Jacobian of original nonlinear constraints.
The bounds derived in [26] for a trust-funnel algorithm also consider a scaled KKT condition
and are of the same order. The worst-case evaluation complexity of constrained optimization
problems was also recently analyzed in [6], allowing for high-order derivatives and models in
a framework inspired by that of both [7] and [16,20]. At variance with these latter references,
this analysis considers unscaled approximate ﬁrst-order critical points in the sense that such
points satisfy the standard unscaled KKT conditions with accuracy ǫP and ǫD. None of these
papers considers ǫ-approximate second-order points for equality constrained problems, ex-
cept [8] where ﬁrst- and second-order optimality was proved for trust-region method deﬁned
on manifolds.
The goal of this paper is twofold. The ﬁrst objective is to ﬁll this gap by deriving
complexity bounds for ﬁnding ǫ-approximate second- and third-order critical points for the
inequality/equality-constrained case. The second is to examine higher-order optimality con-
ditions (in the light of [21]) and to expose the intrinsic diﬃculties that arise for criticality
orders beyond three.
Our presentation is organized as follows. Necessary conditions for higher-order criticality
for nonlinear optimization problems involving both convex set constraints and (possibly)
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nonlinear equality constraints are proposed and discussed in Section 2. A new two-phase
algorithm is then introduced in Section 3, whose purpose is to compute ǫ-approximate critical
points of orders one and two for such problems, and its evaluation complexity is analyzed
in Section 4 as a function of that of an underlying inner algorithm for solving subproblems
occuring in each of the two phases. A discussion of the results and some conclusions are
ﬁnally presented in Section 5.
Basic notation. The notation in what follows is mostly inherited from [21]. yTx denotes the
Euclidean inner product of the vectors x and y of IRn and ‖x‖ = (xTx)1/2 is the associated
Euclidean norm. The cardinal of the set S is denoted by |S|. If T1 and T2 are tensors, T1⊗T2
is their tensor product and ‖T‖q is the recursively induced Euclidean (or spectral) norm of
the q-th order tensor T . If T is a symmetric tensor of order q, the q-kernel of the multilinear
q-form
T [v]q
def
= T [ v, . . . , v︸ ︷︷ ︸
q times
]
is denoted kerq[T ]
def
= {v ∈ IRn | T [v]q = 0} (see [9, 10]). Note that, in general, kerq[T ] is
a union of cones(1). If X is a closed set, X 0 denotes its interior. The vectors {ei}ni=1 are
the coordinate vectors in IRn. If {ak} and {bk} are two inﬁnite sequences of positive scalars
converging to zero, we say that ak = o(bk) if and only if limk→∞ ak/bk = 0. The normal cone
to a general convex set C at x ∈ C is deﬁned by
NC(x) def= {s ∈ IRn | sT (z − x) ≤ 0 for all z ∈ C}
and its polar, the tangent cone to F at x, by
TC(x) = N ∗C (x) def= {s ∈ IRn | sT v ≤ 0 for all v ∈ NC}.
Note that C ⊆ TC(x) for all x ∈ C. We also deﬁne PC [·] be the orthogonal projection onto C
and use the Moreau decomposition [45] which states that, for every x ∈ C and every y ∈ IRn
y = PTC(x)[y] + PNC(x)[y] and (PTC(x)[y]− x)T (PNC(x)[y]− x) = 0. (1.1)
(See [25, Section 3.5] for a brief introduction of the relevant properties of convex sets and
cones, or [38, Chapter 3] or [48, Part I] for an in-depth treatment.)
2 Necessary optimality conditions for constrained optimiza-
tion
We consider the smooth constrained problem in the form
min
x∈F
f(x) subject to c(x) = 0 (2.1)
where c : IRn → IRm is suﬃciently smooth and f and F ⊆ IRn is a non-empty, closed convex
set. Note that this formulation covers the problems involving both equality and inequality
(1)The 1-kernels are not only unions of cones but also subspaces. However this is not true for general q-
kernels, since both (0, 1)T and (1, 0)T belong to the 2-kernel of the non-negative symmetric 2-form x1x2 on
IR2, but their sum does not. ker1[x] is the usual orthogonal complement to the vector x, ker2[M ] is the standard
nullspace of the matrix M .
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constraints, the latter being handled using slack variables and the inclusion of the associated
simple bounds in the deﬁnition of F .
We start by investigating the necessary optimality conditions for problem (2.1) at x∗ by
considering possible feasible descent paths x(α) of the form
x(α) = x∗ +
q∑
i=1
αisi + o(α
q) (2.2)
where α > 0. As in [21], we deﬁne the q-th order descriptor set of F at x by
DqF (x)
def
=
⋃
ς>0
{
(s1, . . . , sq) ∈ IRn×q | x+
q∑
i=1
αisi + o(α
q) ∈ F
}
(2.3)
Note that D1F (x) = TF (x), the standard tangent cone to F at x. We say that a feasible
curve(2) x(α) is tangent to DqF (x) if (2.2) holds for some (s1, . . . , sq) ∈ DqF (x).
The necessary optimality conditions for problem (2.1) also involve the associated La-
grangian function
Λ(x, y)
def
= f(x) + yT c(x), (2.4)
the subspace
M(x) def= ker1[∇1xc(x)] ∩ ker1[∇xf(x)] (2.5)
and the index sets P(j, k) deﬁned, for k ≤ j, by
P(j, k) def= {(ℓ1, . . . , ℓk) ∈ {1, . . . , j}k |
k∑
i=1
ℓi = j}. (2.6)
For k ≤ j ≤ 4, these are given by Table 2.2.
j ↓ k →
1 2 3 4
1 {(1)}
2 {(2)} {(1,1)}
3 {(3)} {(1,2),(2,1)} {(1,1,1)}
4 {(4)} {(1,3),(2,2),(3,1))} {(1,1,2),(1,2,1),(2,1,1)} {(1,1,1,1)}
Table 2.2: The sets P(j, k) for k ≤ j ≤ 4
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that f and each of the {ci}mi=1 are q times continuously diﬀeren-
tiable in an open set containing F , and that x∗ is a local minimizer for problem (2.1).
Then we have that c(x∗) = 0 and, for some y∗ ∈ IRm and j ∈ {1, . . . , q},
j∑
k=1
1
k!
 ∑
(ℓ1,...,ℓk)∈P(j,k)
∇kxΛ(x∗, y∗)[sℓ1 , . . . , sℓk ]
 ≥ 0 (2.7)
(2)Or arc, or path.
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for all {si}ji=1 such that s1 ∈ T∗, x(α) ∈ F for α > 0 suﬃciently small, and such that
i∑
k=1
1
k!
 ∑
(ℓ1,...,ℓk)∈P(i,k)
∇kxΛ(x∗, y∗)[sℓ1 , . . . , sℓk ]
 = 0, (i = 1, . . . , j − 1), (2.8)
and
i∑
k=1
1
k!
 ∑
(ℓ1,...,ℓk)∈P(i,k)
∇kxc(x∗)[sℓ1 , . . . , sℓk ]
 = 0, (i = 1, . . . , j). (2.9)
Proof. Consider feasible paths of the form (2.2). Substituting this relation in the
expression f(x(α)) ≥ f(x∗) (which must be true for small α > 0 if x∗ is a local minimizer)
and collecting terms of equal degree in α, we obtain that, for suﬃciently small α,
0 ≤ f(x(α))−f(x∗) =
q∑
j=1
αj
j∑
k=1
1
k!
( ∑
(ℓ1,...,ℓk)∈P(j,k)
∇kxf(x∗)[sℓ1 , . . . , sℓk ]
)
+o(αq) (2.10)
where P(i, k) is deﬁned in (2.6). Similarly, substituting (2.2) in the expression c(x(α)) = 0
and collecting terms of equal degree in α, we obtain that, for suﬃciently small α,
0 = c(x(α)) =
q∑
j=1
αj
j∑
k=1
1
k!
( ∑
(ℓ1,...,ℓk)∈P(j,k)
∇kxc(x∗)[sℓ1 , . . . , sℓk ]
)
+ o(αq); (2.11)
Adding now f(x(α)) from (2.10) to yT∗ c(x(α)) from (2.11), we obtain that
q∑
j=1
αj
j∑
k=1
1
k!
( ∑
(ℓ1,...,ℓk)∈P(j,k)
∇kxΛ(x∗, y∗)[sℓ1 , . . . , sℓk ]
)
+ o(αq) ≥ 0 (2.12)
for α > 0 suﬃciently small. For this to be true, we need each coeﬃcient of αj to be
non-negative on the zero set of the coeﬃcients 1, . . . , j − 1 (i.e., satisfying (2.8)), subject
to the requirement that the arc (2.2) must be feasible for α suﬃciently small, that is (2.9)
holds and x(α)) ∈ F for suﬃciently small α > 0.
We start by examining ﬁrst-order conditions (q = 1). For j = 1 (for which conditions
(2.8) and (2.9) are void) and observing that P(1, 1) = {(1)} (see Table 2.2), the necessary
positivity of the coeﬃcient of α in (2.12) implies that, for s1 ∈ T∗,
∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗)[s1] ≥ 0. (2.13)
Consider now the case where q = 2 and assume that s1 ∈ T∗ and also that (2.8) and
(2.9) hold. The former condition requires that s1 ∈ ker1[∇1xc(x∗)] and the latter that
s1 ∈ ker1[∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗)], yielding together that
s1 ∈ T∗ ∩ ker1[∇1xc(x∗)] ∩ ker1[Λ(x∗, y∗)] = T∗ ∩M(x∗).
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Then the coeﬃcient of α2 in (2.12) must be non-negative, which yields, using P(2, 1) =
{(2)}, P(2, 2) = {(1)} (see Table 2.2) and (2.15), that
∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗)[s2] + 12∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗)[s1]2 ≥ 0. (2.14)
which is (2.7) for q = 2.
We may then proceed in the same manner for higher orders, each time considering them
in the zero set of the previous coeﬃcients (that is (2.8)), and verify that (2.12) directly
implies (2.7). ✷
We note that, as the order j grows, (2.7) and (2.9) for i = j may be interpreted as imposing
conditions on sj (via ∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗)[sj ] and ∇1xf(x∗)[sj ]), given the directions {si}j−1i=1 satisfying
(2.8) and (2.9) for i ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1}.
Theorem 2.1 covers some well-known cases, as shown by the next corollary.
Corollary 2.2 Suppose that f and each of the {ci}mi=1 are q times continuously diﬀer-
entiable in an open set containing F , and that x∗ is a local minimizer for problem (2.1).
Let N∗ be the normal cone to F at x∗ and T∗ the corresponding tangent cone. Then we
have that c(x∗) = 0 and, for some y∗ ∈ IRm,
−∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗) ∈ N∗, (2.15)
Moreover, if x∗ ∈ F0, the interior of F , then ∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗) is positive semi-deﬁnite on
ker1[∇1xc(x∗)].
Proof. Using the fact that the normal cone N∗ is the polar of T∗, we immediately deduce
from (2.13) that (2.15) holds. If we also assume that x∗ ∈ F0, (2.15) unsurprisingly reduces
to ∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗) = 0, while, for j = q = 2, (2.7) gives that ∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗) must be positive
semi-deﬁnite on the subspace deﬁned by (2.9), that is M(x∗) = ker1[∇2xc(x∗)]. ✷
The conditions stated in Corallary 2.2 for q = 1 or 2 are standard (for (2.15), see [25,
Theorem 3.2.1, p. 46], for instance, and Figure 2.1 for an illustration). For more general
cases, the complicated conditions (2.7)-(2.9) appear not to have been stated before and merit
some discussion.
It was observed in [21, Section 3] that the necessary optimality condition for the essentially
unconstrained case where x∗ ∈ F0 (implyingN∗ = {0}) combines more than a single derivative
tensor and si for orders four and above. If equality constraints are present this situation
already appears at order three (and above). Indeed, it can be veriﬁed that the necessary
conditions (2.7) and (2.9) for q = 3 and N∗ = {0} (and hence ∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗) = 0 because of
(2.15)) can be written as
∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗)[s1, s2] + 16∇3xΛ(x∗, y∗)[s1]3 = 0 (2.16)
for all s1 ∈ T∗ ∩ ker1[∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗)] ∩ ker2[∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗)] and
∇1xc(x∗)[s2]+ 12∇2xc(x∗)[s1]2 = 0, ∇1xc(x∗)[s3]+∇2xc(x∗)[s1, s2]+ 16∇3xc(x∗)[s1]3 = 0. (2.17)
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x∗ +N∗
n∗
x∗
∇1xf(x∗)∇1xc(x∗)
c(x) = 0
Figure 2.1: The condition (2.15) with N∗ shown as a dashed half line. Note that n∗ =
−∇1xΛ(x∗, y∗) 6= PN∗ [−∇1xf(x∗] (adapted from [25]).
These conditions do not require the second term of the left-hand side of (2.16) to vanish.
This is at variance with the unconstrained case, since second-order necessary conditions then
ensure that ∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗) is positive semideﬁnite on IRn and therefore admits a square root.
Thus ∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗)[s1, s2] = [∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗)
1
2 s2]
T [∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗)
1
2 s1] = 0 since s1 must belong to
ker2[∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗)]. However, this argument no longer applies in the constrained case because
∇2xΛ(x∗, y∗) is only positive semideﬁnite on a strict subspace of IRn and the square root may
fail to exist, as is illustrated by the following example.
Example. Consider the problem
min
x∈IR3
x1 + x
2
2 + x
3
2 − x3 subject to c(x) =
( −x1 − x22 + x1x2 + x3
x1 + x
2
2 + x1x2 + x3
)
= 0,
for which the origin is a high-order saddle point.
Comparing the constraints’ expression with (2.2) for q = 3, we see that (2.3) holds for
s1 = e2, s2 = −e1 and s3 = e3
since then
x(α) =
 −α2α
α3
 and c(x(α)) = ( α2 − α2 − α3 + α3−α2 + α2 − α3 + α3
)
= 0.
Now,
∇1xf(x) =
 12x2 + 3x22
−1
 ∇2xf(x) =
 0 0 00 2 + 6x2 0
0 0 0
 and [∇3xf(x)]2,2,2 = 6.
∇1xc(x) =
( −1 + x2 −2x2 + x1 1
1 + x2 2x2 + x1 1
)
, ∇2xc1(x) =
 0 1 01 −2 0
0 0 0
 , ∇3xc1(x) = 0,
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∇2xc2(x) =
 0 1 01 2 0
0 0 0
 and ∇3xc2(x) = 0.
Moreover,
∇1x c(0)[s2] + 12∇2xc(0)[s1]2
= −
( −1 0 1
1 0 1
)
e1 + 12
eT2
 0 1 01 −2 0
0 0 0
 e2
 e1 + 12
eT2
 0 1 01 2 0
0 0 0
 e2
 e2
= 0.
and
∇1x c(0)[s3] +∇2xc(0)[s1, s2] + 16∇3xc(0)[s1]3
=
( −1 0 1
1 0 1
)
e3 −
eT2
 0 1 01 −2 0
0 0 0
 e1
 e1 −
eT2
 0 1 01 2 0
0 0 0
 e1
 e2 − 160T [e1]3
= 0.
Thus (2.17) holds. From the values of ∇1xf(0) and ∇1xc(0), we verify that setting y0 = (1, 0)T
ensures that ∇1xΛ(0, y0) = 0. Hence (2.15) holds as well. Moreover, we have that
ker1[∇1xc(0)] = ker1
[( −1 0 1
1 0 1
)]
= span {e2} , ∇2xΛ(0, y0) =
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0

and the only nonzero component of ∇3xΛ(0, y0) is its (2,2,2) element which is 6. Thus (2.8)
also holds for i = 2 . In addition, it is easy to check that the third-order necessary condition
(2.16) holds with
∇2xΛ(0, y0)[s1, s2] = −1 and ∇3xΛ(0, y0)[s1]3 = 6.
This shows that the term involving ∇3xΛ(0, y0)[s1]3 is not the only one occuring in the third-
order necessary condition for our example problem, as announced. Figure 2.2 show the level
lines of the objective function and the constraint manifold in the (x1, x2) (x2, x3) (x1, x3)
planes, illustrating the interaction of the objective function’s curvature and feasible set. ✷
The third order necessary condition therefore must consider both terms in (2.16) and
cannot rely only on the third derivative of the Lagrangian along a well-chosen direction or
subspace. In general, the q-th order necessary conditions will involve (in (2.7)) a mix of other
terms than those involving the q-th derivative tensor of the Lagrangian applied on vectors si
for i > 1, themselves depending on the geometry of the set of feasible arcs. At this stage, for
lack of a suitable formal understanding of this geometry, conditions (2.7)-(2.9) remain very
diﬃcult to interpret or check.
3 A minimization algorithm
Having analyzed the necessary condition for problem (2.1) and seen that conditions for orders
above three are, at this stage, very diﬃcult to verify for general problems, we now describe
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Figure 2.2: The contour lines of f(x1, x2, 0) (left) f(0, x2, x3) (center), f(x1, 0, x3) (right) and
the two constraints intersecting at the origin (thick).
a two-phase algorithm whose purpose is to ﬁnd approximate critical points of order one and
two (and possibly three as we discuss below). Since the presentation is independent of the
order q of the critical points sought, we keep this order general in what follows.
3.1 Inner algorithms for constrained least-squares problems
As was the case in [15,19], the new two-phase algorithm relies on an inner algorithm for solving
the convexly constrained nonlinear least-squares problem in each of its phases. We therefore
start by reviewing the existence and properties of algorithms for solving this subproblem.
Consider ﬁrst the standard convexly constrained problem
min
x∈F
ψ(x) (3.1)
where ψ is a smooth function from IRn to IR and F is (as in (2.1)) a non-empty closed convex
set. Following [21], an ǫ-approximate q-th order critical point for this problem can be deﬁned
as a point x such that
φ∆ψ,j(x) ≤ ǫLSD ∆j for j = 1, . . . , q (3.2)
and some ∆ ∈ (0, 1], where, for F(x) def= {d ∈ IRn| | x+ d ∈ F},
φ∆ψ,j(x)
def
= ψ(x)− globmin
d∈F(x)
‖d‖≤∆
Tψ,j(x, d), (3.3)
is the largest feasible decrease of the j-th order Taylor model Tψ,j(x, s) achievable at distance
at most ∆ from x. Note that φ∆ψ,j(x) is a continuous function of x and ∆ for given F and
f (see [39, Theorem 7]). It is also monotonically increasing in ∆. Also note that the global
minimization involved in (3.3) is eﬃciently solvable for j = 1 because it is convex. It is
also tractable in the unconstrained case for j = 2 since it then reduces to a trust-region
subproblem.
Algorithms for ﬁnding ǫ-approximate ﬁrst-order critical points for problem (3.1), i.e.
points satisfying (3.2) for some algorithm-dependent ∆ ∈ (0, 1] have already been analyzed,
for instance in [13,18,19] or [21], the ﬁrst two being of the regularization type, the last one be-
ing a trust-region method. Such algorithms generate a sequence of feasible iterates {xk} with
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monotonically decreasing objective-function values {ψ(xk)}. The method described in [18]
proceeds by approximately minimizing models based on the regularized Taylor series of degree
p and and it can be shown [18, Lemma 2.4](3) that, as long as the stopping criterion (3.2)
fails for q = 1 and ∆ = 1, a suﬃcient objective-function decrease
ψ(xk)− ψ(xk+1) ≥ κψdecrǫ
p+1
p (3.4)
holds for each k ∈ S, where κψdecr ∈ (0, 1) is a constant independent of ǫ, and where S is the
set of “successful iterations” at which an eﬀective step is made (i.e. xk+1 6= xk). Moreover, it
can also be shown [18, Lemma 2.1] that the set S cannot be too small in the sense that, for
all k ≥ 0,
k ≤ κψuns|S ∩ {1, . . . , k}| (3.5)
for some constant κψuns > 0. Both κ
ψ
decr and κ
ψ
uns typically depend on the details of the
considered algorithm and of the Lipschitz constant associated with the highest derivative
used in the objective-function’s model. Both (3.4) and (3.5) hold under the assumption that
ψ(x) is p times continuously diﬀerentiable with Lipschitz continuous p-th derivative on the
“path of iterates” ∪k≥0[xk, xk+1], in that
max
ξ∈[0,1]
‖∇pxψ(xk + ξsk)−∇pxψ(xk)‖p ≤ Lψ,p‖sk‖, (3.6)
for all ξ ∈ [0, 1], all k ∈ S and for some constant Lf,p ≥ 0 independent of xk and sk.
(Obviously, if the p-th derivative of ψ is Lipschitz continuous in an open set containing F or
containing the level set {x ∈ F | ψ(x) ≤ ψ(x0)}, then (3.6) holds.)
At variance with the method proposed in [19], the algorithm described in [21] is of trust-
region type with non-increasing radius. It approximately minimizes a q-th degree Taylor
inside such a region, Lemma 4.3 in [21] then ensures that, as long as (3.2) fails (for general
q ≥ 1 this time and for ∆ being the trust-region radius at iteration k),
ψ(xk)− ψ(xk+1) ≥ κψdecrǫq+1 (3.7)
for each k ∈ S, where we have redeﬁned the constant κψdecr to reﬂect the change in algorithm.
In addition, Lemma 4.1 in the same paper also ensures that (3.5) holds for a redeﬁned κψuns.
Both of these properties again hold if ψ(x) is q times continuously diﬀerentiable with Lipschitz
continuous q-th derivative on the “path of iterates” ∪k≥0[xk, xk+1], in the sense that (3.6)
(with p replaced by q).
Summarizing, we see that there exist algorithms for the solution of (3.1) which use trun-
cated Taylor series model of degree q and ensure, under suitable assumptions, both (3.5) and,
as long as (3.2) does not hold for some algorithm-dependent non-increasing ∆ ∈ (0, 1], a lower
bound on the objective-function decrease at successful iterations of the form
ψ(xk)− ψ(xk+1 ≥ κψdecr[ǫLSD ]π for k ∈ S (3.8)
for suitable method-dependent constant κψdecr ∈ (0, 1) and parameter π ≥ 1. (We have that
π = (p+ 1)/p in (3.4) and π = q + 1 in (3.7).)
Let us now turn to least-squares problems of the form
min
x∈F
ψ(x)
def
= 1
2
‖F (x)‖2, (3.9)
(3)Observe that φ∆ψ,1(x)/∆ = χψ,1(x) as deﬁned in [18, equation (2.4)], irrespective of the value of ∆ ∈ (0, 1].
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(that is problem (3.1) where ψ(x) = 1
2
‖F (x)‖22), where F is a smooth function from IRn to
IRm. Following [16] and [21], an ǫ-approximate(4) q-th order critical point for this problem
can be deﬁned as a point x such that
‖F (x)‖ ≤ ǫLSP or φ∆ψ,j(x) ≤ ǫLSD ∆j‖F (x)‖ for j = 1, 2 (3.10)
and some ∆ ∈ (0, 1]. Note that the second part of (3.10) has the same form as (3.2) with ǫ
in the former being replaced by ǫLSD ‖F (x)‖ in the latter. As in [16, 21], it now easy to verify
that, whenever ‖F (xk)‖ ≥ ‖F (xk+1)‖ and as long as (3.10) fails for xk+1,
‖F (xk)‖ (‖F (xk)‖ − ‖F (xk+1)‖) ≥ 12 (‖F (xk)‖+ ‖F (xk+1)‖) (‖F (xk)‖ − ‖F (xk+1)‖)
≥ 1
2
‖F (xk)‖2 − 12‖F (xk+1)‖2
= ψ(xk)− ψ(xk+1)
≥ κψdecr[ ǫLSD ‖F (xk+1)‖ ]π,
(3.11)
where we used (3.8) with the form of the second part of (3.10) to derive the last inequality.
We will use this last formulation of the guaranteed decrease for least-squares problems as a
key piece of our evaluation complexity analysis, together with (3.5) which is needed because
the algorithms under consideration require one objective-function evaluation per iteration and
one evaluation of its derivatives per successful iteration.
3.2 The outer algorithm
The idea of the two-phase framework which we now introduce is to ﬁrst apply one of the least-
squares algorithms discussed above or any other method with similar guarantees), which we
call Algorithm inner,to the problem
min
x∈F
ν(x)
def
= 1
2
‖c(x)‖2. (3.12)
(of the form (3.9) with ψ = ν) for ﬁnding (under suitably adapted assumptions) an ap-
proximate feasible point, if possible. If one is found, Algorithm inner is then applied to
approximately solve the problem
min
x∈F
µ(x, tk)
def
= 1
2
‖r(x, tk)‖2 def= 12
∥∥∥∥( c(x)f(x)− tk
)∥∥∥∥2 (3.13)
(again of the form (3.9) with ψ = µ) for some monotonically decreasing sequence of “targets”
tk (k = 1, . . .). The resulting algorithm is described on the following page. Observe that the
recomputations of φµ,j(xk+1, tk+1) (j ∈ {1, . . . , q}) in Step 2.(b) do not require re-evaluating
f(xk+1) or c(xk+1) or any of their derivatives.
We now derive some useful properties of Algorithm outer. For this purpose, we partition
the Phase 2 outer iterations (before that where termination occurs) into two subsets whose
indexes are given by
K+ def= {k ≥ 0 | ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ < δǫP and (3.16) is applied } (3.19)
(4)ǫLSP is the primal accuracy for solving problem (3.9) and ǫ
LS
D the dual one.
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Algorithm 3.1: outer: a two-phase algorithm for constrained optimization
A starting point x−1 and a criticality order q ∈ {1, 2, 3} (for both the feasibility phase
and the optimization phase) are given, as well as a constant δ ∈ (0, 1). The primal and
dual tolerances 0 < ǫP < 1 and 0 < ǫD < 1 are also given.
Phase 1:
Starting from x0 = PF (x−1), apply Algorithm inner to minimize ν(x) = 12‖c(x)‖2
subject to x ∈ F until a point x1 ∈ F and ∆0 ∈ (0, 1] are found such that
‖c(x1)‖ < δǫP or φ∆1ν,j (x1) ≤ ǫD∆j0‖c(x1)‖ (j ∈ {1, . . . , q}). (3.14)
If ‖c(x1)‖ > δǫP, terminate with xǫ = x1.
Phase 2:
1. Set t1 = f(x1)−
√
ǫ2P − ‖c(x1)‖2.
2. For k = 1, 2, . . ., do:
(a) Starting from xk, apply Algorithm inner to minimize µ(x, tk) as a func-
tion of x ∈ F until an iterate xk+1 ∈ F and ∆k ∈ (0,∆k−1] are found
such that
‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ < δǫP or f(xk+1) < tk
or φ∆kµ,j(xk+1, tk) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ (j ∈ {1, . . . , q}).
(3.15)
(b) i. If ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ < δǫP, deﬁne tk+1 according to
tk+1 = f(xk+1)−
√
ǫ2P − ‖c(xk+1)‖2. (3.16)
and terminate with (xǫ, tǫ) = (xk+1, tk+1) if
φ∆kµ,j(xk+1, tk+1) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖r(xk+1, tk+1)‖ for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}. (3.17)
ii. If ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ ≥ δǫP and f(xk+1) < tk, deﬁne tk+1 according to
tk+1 = 2f(xk+1)− tk (3.18)
and terminate with (xǫ, tǫ) = (xk+1, tk+1) if (3.17) holds.
iii. If ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ ≥ δǫP and f(xk+1) ≥ tk, terminate with (xǫ, tǫ) =
(xk+1, tk)
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and
K− def= {k ≥ 0 | ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ ≥ δǫP and (3.18) is applied } (3.20)
The partition (3.19)-(3.20) allows us to prove then following technical results.
Lemma 3.1 The sequence {tk} is monotonically decreasing. Moreover, in every Phase
2 iteration of Algorithm outer of index k ≥ 1, we have that
f(xk)− tk ≥ 0, (3.21)
‖r(xk+1, tk+1)‖ = ǫP for k ∈ K+, (3.22)
‖r(xk+1, tk+1)‖ = ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ ≤ ǫP for k ∈ K−, (3.23)
‖c(xk)‖ ≤ ǫP and f(xk)− tk ≤ ǫP, (3.24)
tk − tk+1 ≥ (1− δ)ǫP for k ∈ K+. (3.25)
Finally, at termination of Algorithm outer,
‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ ≥ δǫP, f(xǫ) ≥ tǫ
and φ∆kµ,j(xǫ, tǫ) ≤ ǫD∆qk‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}.
(3.26)
Proof. The inequality (3.21) follows from (3.16) for k − 1 ∈ K+ and from (3.18) for
k− 1 ∈ K−. (3.22) is also deduced from (3.16) while (3.18) implies the equality in (3.23),
the inequality in that statement resulting from the monotonically decreasing nature of
‖r(x, tk)‖ during inner iterations in Step 2.(a) of Algorithm outer. The inequalities
(3.24) then follow from (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23). We now prove (3.25), which only occurs
when ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ ≤ δǫP, that is when
(f(xk+1)− tk)2 + ‖c(xk+1)‖2 ≤ δ2ǫ2P. (3.27)
From (3.16), we then have that
tk − tk+1 = −(f(xk+1)− tk) +
√
‖r(xk, tk)‖2 − ‖c(xk+1)‖2. (3.28)
Now taking into account that the global minimum of the problem
min
(f,c)∈IR2
ϑ(f, c)
def
= −f +
√
ǫ2P − c2 subject to f2 + c2 ≤ ω2,
for ω ∈ [0, ǫP] is attained at (f∗, c∗) = (ω, 0) and it is given by ϑ(f∗, c∗) = ǫP − ω (see [20,
Lemma 5.2]), we obtain from (3.27) and (3.28) (setting ω = δǫP) that
tk − tk+1 ≥ ǫP − ω = (1− δ)ǫP for k ∈ K+
for k ∈ K+, which is (3.25). Note that, if k ∈ K−, then we must have that tk > f(xk+1)
and thus (3.18) ensures that tk+1 < tk. This observation and (3.25) then allow us to
conclude that the sequence {tk} is monotonically decreasing.
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In order to prove (3.26), we need to consider, in turn, each of the three possible cases
where termination occurs in Step 2.(b). In the ﬁrst case (i), ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ is small (in the
sense that the ﬁrst inequality in (3.15) holds) and (3.16) is then used, implying that (3.22)
holds and that f(xk+1) > tk+1. If termination occurs because (3.17) holds, then (3.26)
clearly holds at (xk+1, tk+1). In the second case (ii), the residual ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ is large
(the ﬁrst inequality in (3.15) fails), but f(xk+1) < tk, and tk+1 is then deﬁned by (3.18),
ensuring that f(xk+1) > tk+1 and, because of (3.23), that ‖r(xk+1, tk+1)‖ is also large. As
before (3.26) holds at (xk+1, tk+1) if termination occurs because (3.17) is satisﬁed. The
third case (iii) is when ‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ is suﬃciently large and f(xk+1) ≥ tk. But (3.15) then
guarantees that φ∆kµ,j(xk+1, tk) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖r(xk+1, tk)‖ for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, and the inequalities
(3.26) are again satisﬁed at (xk+1, tk). ✷
4 Evaluation complexity
In order to state the smoothness assumptions for problem (2.1), we ﬁrst deﬁne, for some
parameter β > 0, the neighbourhood of the feasible set given by
Cβ = {x ∈ F | ‖c(x)‖ ≤ β}.
We then assume the following.
AS.1 The feasible set F is closed, convex and non-empty.
AS.2 The function ν(x) is smooth enough to ensure that conditions (3.11) and (3.5)
hold for Algorithm inner applied on problem (3.12).
AS.3 The function µ(x, t) is smooth enough in x to ensure that conditions (3.11) and
(3.5) hold for Algorithm inner applied on problem (3.13), with constants κµdecr
and κµuns independent of t.
AS.4 There exists constants β ≥ ǫP and flow ∈ IR such that f(x) ≥ flow for all
x ∈ Cβ def= {x ∈ F | ‖c(x)‖ ≤ β}.
AS.2 and AS.3 remain implicit and depend on the particular inner algorithm used (see Sec-
tion 3.1). For completeness, we now give conditions on the problem’s functions f and {ci}mi=1
which allow the transition between assumptions on f and c and the required ones on the
Phase 1 and Phase 2 objective functions ν and µ.
Lemma 4.1 Let p ≥ 1. Assume that f and {ci}mi=1 are p times continuoulsy diﬀeren-
tiable and that their derivatives of order one up to p are uniformly bounded and Lipschitz
continuous in an open set containing F . Let the iterations of Algorithm inner applied to
problem (3.12) be indexed by j. Then (3.6) holds for∇qxν(x) on every segment [xj , xj+sj ]
(j ≥ 0) generated by Algorithm inner during Phase 1 and any q ∈ {1, . . . , p}. The same
conclusion holds for ∇qxµ(x, t) on every segment [xj , xj + sj ] (j ≥ 0) generated by Algo-
rithm inner during Step 2.(a) of Phase 2 and any q ∈ {1, . . . , p}, the Lipschitz constant
in this latter case being independent of t.
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Proof. Since
∇qxν(x) =
m∑
i=1
 ∑
ℓ,j>0, ℓ+j=q
αℓ,j∇jxci(x)⊗∇ℓxci(x) + ci(x)∇qxci(x)

(where {αℓ,j} are suitable non-negative and ﬁnite coeﬃcients), condition (3.6) is satisﬁed
on the segment [xj , xj+sj ] if (i) the derivatives {∇min[ℓ,j]x ci(x)}mi=1 are Lipschitz continuous
on [xj , xj + sj ], (ii) {∇max[ℓ,j]x ci(x)}mi=1 are uniformly bounded on [xj , xj + sj ], and (iii) we
have that
m∑
i=1
‖ci(xj + ξsj)∇qxci(xj + ξsj)− ci(xj)∇qxci(xj)‖q ≤ L1ξ‖sj‖ (4.1)
for some constant L1 > 0. The ﬁrst two of these conditions are ensured by the lemma’s
assumptions. Moreover,
‖ci(xj + ξsj)∇qxci(xj + ξsj)− ci(xj)∇qxci(xj)‖q
≤ |ci(xj + ξsj)− ci(xj)| ‖∇qxci(xj + ξsj)‖q
+|ci(xj)| ‖∇qxci(xj + ξsj)−∇qxci(xj)‖q
and the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side is bounded above by L2ξ‖sj‖ and the second by
|ci(xj)|Lξ‖sj‖. Hence (4.1) holds with
L1 =
m∑
i=1
(
L2 + |ci(xj)|L
) ≤ mL2 +m‖c(xj)‖L ≤ mL2 +m‖c(x0)‖L
because Algorithm inner ensures that ‖c(xj)‖ ≤ ‖c(x0)‖ for all j ≥ 0. As a consequence,
the lemma’s assumptions guarantee that (3.6) holds with the Lipschitz constant
m
[(
max
i=1,...,m
αi
)
L2 + L2 + ‖c(x0)‖L
]
.
We may now repeat, for µ(x, t) (with ﬁxed t) the same reasoning as above and obtain that
condition (3.6) holds for each segment [xj , xj + sj ] generated by Algorithm inner applied
in Step2.(a) of Phase 2, with Lipschitz constant
m
[(
max
i=1,...,m
αi
)
L2 + L2 + ‖c(xj,0)‖L
]
+
(
max
i=1,...,m
αi
)
L2 + L2 + |f(xj,0)− tj |L
≤ (m+ 1)
[
L2
(
1 + max
i=1,...,m
αi
)
+ L
]
def
= Lµ,p,
where we have used (3.22) and ǫP ≤ 1 to deduce the inequality. Note that this constant
is independent of tj , as requested. ✷
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As the constants κµdecr and κ
µ
uns in (3.11) and (3.5) directly depend, for the class of inner
algorithms considered, on the Lipschitz constants of the derivatives of µ with respect to x,
the independence of these with respect to t ensures that κµdecr and κ
µ
uns are also independent
of t, as requested in AS.3.
We now start the evaluation complexity analysis by examining the complexity of Phase 1
of Algorithm outer.
Lemma 4.2 Suppose that AS.1 and AS.2 hold. Then Phase 1 of Algorithm outer
terminates with an x1 such that ‖c(x1)‖ ≤ δǫP or φ∆kν,q ≤ ǫ∆qk after at most⌊
κ
‖c‖
CC ‖c(x0)‖ max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−π
P ǫ
−π
D
]⌋
+ 1
evaluations of c and its derivatives, where κ
‖c‖
CC
def
= 2−πκu[κ
ν
decr]
−1δ1−π with κνdecr being
the problem-dependent constant deﬁned in (3.11) for the function ν(x) corresponding to
(3.12).
Proof. First observe that, as long as Algorithm inner applied to problem (3.12) has
not terminated,
‖c(xℓ)‖ ≥ δǫP, (4.2)
because of the ﬁrst part of (3.14). Let ℓ ∈ Sk be the index of a successful iteration of
Algorithm inner before termination and suppose ﬁrst that ‖c(xℓ+1)‖ ≤ 12‖c(xℓ)‖. Then
‖c(xℓ)‖ − ‖c(xℓ+1)‖ ≥ 12‖c(xℓ)‖ ≥ 12δ ǫP (4.3)
Suppose now that ‖c(xℓ+1)‖ > 12‖c(xℓ)‖. As a consequence, we obtain that
(‖c(xℓ)‖ − ‖c(xℓ+1)‖) ‖c(xℓ)‖ ≥ κνdecr (ǫD‖c(xℓ+1)‖)π
where we have also the fact that φ∆kν,j (xℓ+1) > ǫD‖c(xℓ+1)‖∆jk since ℓ occurs before termi-
nation, the fact that ‖c(xℓ)‖ ≥ ‖c(xℓ+1)‖ for ℓ ∈ S and condition (3.11). Hence, using
(4.2), we have that
‖c(xℓ)‖ − ‖c(xℓ+1)‖ ≥ κνdecr2−π‖c(xℓ)‖π−1 ǫπD ≥ 2−πκνdecr δπ−1 ǫπ−1P ǫπD.
Because of the deﬁnition of κνdecr in (3.11), we thus obtain from this last bound and (4.3)
that, for all j,
‖c(xℓ)‖ − ‖c(xℓ+1)‖ ≥ 12κνdecr δπ−1min
[
ǫP, ǫ
π−1
P ǫ
π
D
]
.
We then deduce that
|Sk| ≤ 2[κνdecr]−1δ−
1
p ‖c(x0)‖ max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−π
P ǫ
−π
D
]
The desired conclusion then follows by using condition (3.5) and adding one for the ﬁnal
evaluation at termination. ✷
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Using the results of this lemma allows us to bound the number of outer iterations in K+.
Lemma 4.3 Suppose that AS.4 holds. Then
|K+| ≤ f(x1)− flow + 1
1− δ ǫ
−1
P .
Proof. We ﬁrst note that (3.22) and (3.23) and AS.4 ensure that xk ∈ Cβ for all
k ≥ 0. The result then immediately follows from AS.4 again and the observation that,
from (3.25), tk decreases monotonically with a decrease of at least (1 − δ)ǫP for k ∈ K+.
✷
Consider now xk for k ∈ K+ and denote by xn(k) the next iterate such that n(k) ∈ K+ or the
algorithm terminates at n(k). Two cases are then possible: either a single pass in Step 2.(a)
of Algorithm outer is suﬃcient to obtain xn(k) (n(k) = k + 1) or two or more passes are
necessary, with iterations k+1, . . . , n(k)−1 belonging to K−. Assume now that the iterations
of Algorithm inner at Step 2.(a) of the outer iteration ℓ are numbered (ℓ, 0), (ℓ, 1), . . . , (ℓ, eℓ)
and note that the mechanism of Algorithm outer ensures that iteration (ℓ, eℓ) is successful
for all ℓ. Now deﬁne, for k ∈ K+, the index set of all inner iterations necessary to deduce
xn(k) from xk, that is
Ik def= {(k, 0), . . . , (k, ek), . . . , (ℓ, 0), . . . , (ℓ, eℓ), . . . , (n(k)− 1, 0), . . . (n(k)− 1, en(k)−1)} (4.4)
where k < ℓ < n(k) − 1. Observe that, by the deﬁnitions (3.19) and (4.4), the index set of
all inner iterations before termination is given by ∪k∈K+Ik, and therefore that the number of
evaluations of problem’s functions required to terminate in Phase 2 is bounded above by
|
⋃
k∈K+
Ik|+ 1 ≤
(
f(x1)− flow + 1
1− δ ǫ
−1
P × max
k∈K+
|Ik|
)
+ 1, (4.5)
where we added 1 to take the ﬁnal evaluation into account and where we used Lemma 4.3 to
deduce the inequality. We now invoke the complexity properties of Algorithm inner applied
to problem (3.13) to obtain an upper bound on the cardinality of each Ik.
Lemma 4.4 Suppose that AS.1–AS.3 hold. Then, for each k ∈ K+ before termination,
|Ik| ≤ (1− δ)κµCC max
[
1, ǫ2−πP ǫ
−π
D
]
.
where κµCC is independent of ǫP and ǫD and captures the problem-dependent constants
associated with problem (3.13) for all values of tk generated by the algorithm.
Proof. Observe that (3.23) and the mechanism of this algorithm guarantees the
strictly decreasing nature of the sequence {‖r(xℓ, tℓ)‖}n(k)−1ℓ=k and hence of the sequence
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{‖r(xℓ,s, tℓ)‖}(ℓ,s)∈Ik . For each k ∈ K+, this reduction starts from the initial value
‖r(xk,0, tk)‖ = ǫP and is carried out for all iterations with index in Ik at worst until
it is smaller than δǫP (see the ﬁrst part of (3.15)) or φµ,j(xℓ,s) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖r(xℓ,s+1, tℓ)‖ for
j ∈ {1, . . . , q}. We may then invoke (3.13) and (3.11) to deduce that, if (k, s) ∈ Ik,
(‖r(xk,s, tk)‖ − ‖r(xk,s+1, tk)‖)‖r(xk,s, tk)‖ ≥ κµdecr(ǫD‖r(xk,s+1, tk)‖)π, (4.6)
for 0 ≤ s < ek, while
1
2
‖r(xk,ek , tk)‖ − 12‖r(xk+1,0, tk+1)‖ = 0.
As above, suppose ﬁrst that ‖r(xk,s+1, tk)‖ ≤ 12‖r(xk,s, tk)‖. Then
‖r(xk,s, tk)‖ − ‖r(xk,s+1, tk)‖ ≥ 12‖r(xk,s, tkl)‖ ≥ 12δǫP (4.7)
because of the ﬁrst part of (3.15). If ‖r(xk,s+1, tk)‖ > 12‖r(xk,s, tk)‖ instead, then (4.6)
implies that
‖r(xk,s, tk)‖ − ‖r(xk,s+1, tk)‖ ≥ κµdecr 2−π‖r(xk,s, tk)‖π−1 ǫπD.
Combining this bound with (4.7) gives that
‖r(xk,s, tk)‖ − ‖r(xk,s+1, tk)‖ ≥ 2−πκµdecrδπ−1 min
[
ǫP, ǫ
π−1
P ǫ
π
D
]
.
and therefore, as in Lemma 4.2, that
|Ik| ≤ 2π[κµdecr]−1δ1−π
[
ǫP − δǫP
min
[
ǫP, ǫ
π−1
P ǫπD
]] = 2π(1− δ)δ1−π[κµdecr]−1 max [1, ǫ2−πP ǫ−πD ] ,
and the conclusion follows with κµCC
def
= 2πδ1−π[κµdecr]
−1. ✷
We ﬁnally combine the above results in a ﬁnal theorem stating an evaluation complexity
bound for Algorithm outer in terms of the measures φ∆kν,j (xǫ).
Theorem 4.5 Suppose that AS.1–AS.4 hold. Then, for some constants κ
‖c‖
CC and κ
µ
CC
independent of ǫP and ǫD, Algorithm outer applied to problem (2.1) needs at most⌊(
κ
‖c‖
CC ‖c(x0)‖+ κµCC[f(x1)− flow + 1]
)
max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−π
P ǫ
−π
D
]⌋
+ 2 (4.8)
evaluations of f , c and their derivatives up to order p to compute a point xǫ and (possibly)
a tǫ ≤ f(xǫ) such that, when tǫ = f(xǫ),
‖c(xǫ)‖ > δǫP, and φ∆kν,j (xǫ) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖c(xǫ)‖ for j ∈ {1, . . . , q} (4.9)
or, when tǫ < f(xǫ),
‖c(xǫ)‖ ≤ ǫP, and φ∆kµ,j(xǫ, tǫ) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}. (4.10)
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Proof. If Algorithm outer terminates in Phase 1, we immediately obtain that (4.9)
holds, and Lemma 4.2 then ensures that the number of evaluations of c and its derivatives
cannot exceed ⌊
κ
‖c‖
CC ‖c(x0)‖ max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−π
P ǫ
−π
D
]⌋
+ 1. (4.11)
The conclusions of the theorem therefore hold in this case. Let us now assume that
termination does not occur in Phase 1. Then Algorithm outer must terminate after a
number of evaluations of f and c and their derivatives which is bounded above by the
upper bound on the number of evaluations in Phase 1 given by (4.11) plus the bound on
the number of evaluations of µ given by (4.5) and Lemma 4.4. Using the inequality qν ≤ q
and the facts that ⌊a⌋ + ⌊b⌋ ≤ ⌊a + b⌋ for a, b ≥ 0 and ⌊a + i⌋ = ⌊a⌋ + i for a ≥ 0 and
i ∈ IN, this yields the combined upper bound⌊
κ
‖c‖
CC ‖c(x0)‖ max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−π
P ǫ
−π
D
]
+
[
(1− δ)κµCC max
[
1, ǫ2−πP ǫ
−π
D
]]× [f(x1)− flow + 1
1− δ ǫ
−1
P
]⌋
+ 2,
and (4.8) follows. Remember now that (3.26) holds at termination of Phase 2, and there-
fore that
ǫP ≥ ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ ≥ δǫP. (4.12)
Moreover, we also obtain from (3.26) that
φ∆kµ,j(xǫ, tǫ) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}. (4.13)
Assume ﬁrst that f(xǫ) = tǫ. Then, using the deﬁnition of r(x, t), we deduce that, for
j ∈ {1, . . . , q},
φ∆kν,j (xǫ) = φ
∆k
µ,j(xǫ) ≤ ǫD∆jk‖c(xǫ)‖
and (4.9) is again satisﬁed because (4.12) gives that ‖c(xǫ)‖ = ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ ≥ δǫP.
If f(xǫ) > tǫ (the case where f(xǫ) < tǫ is excluded by (3.26)), we see that the inequality
‖c(xǫ)‖ ≤ ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ ≤ ǫP, and (4.13) imply (4.10). ✷
Note that the bound (4.8) is O(ǫ−(2π−1)) whenever ǫP = ǫD = ǫ. Also note that we have used
the same algorithm for Phase 1 and Phase 2 of Algorithm outer, but we could choose to use
diﬀerent methods of complexity πν and πµ, respectively, leading a ﬁnal bound of the form
O
(
max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−πν
P ǫ
−πν
D
]
+max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−πµ
P ǫ
−πµ
D
])
. (4.14)
Diﬀerent criticality order may also be chosen for the two phases, leading to variety of possible
complexity outcomes.
It is important to note that the complexity bound given by Theorem 4.5 depends linearly
on f(x1), the value of the objective function at the end of Phase 1. Giving an ǫ-independent
upper bound on this quantity is in general impossible, but can be done in some case. A trivial
bound can of course be obtained if f(x) is bounded in a neighbourhood of the feasible set,
that is {x ∈ F|‖c(x)‖ ≤ β} for some β > 0. This has the advantage of providing a complexity
result which is self-contained (in that it only involves problem-dependent quantities), but
it is quite restrictive as it excludes, for instance, problems with equality constraints only
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(F = IRn) and coercive objective functions. A bound is also readily obtained if the set F is
itself bounded (for instance when the variables are subject to ﬁnite lower and upper bounds)
or if one assumes that the iterates generated by Phase 1 remain bounded. This may for
example be the case if the set {x ∈ IRn | c(x) = 0} is bounded. For speciﬁc choices of the
convexly-constrained algorithm applied for Phase 1 of Algorithm outer, an ǫP-dependent
bound can ﬁnally be obtained without any further assumption. If Phase 1 is solved using the
trust-region based algorithm of [21] and x1 is produced after kǫ iterations of this algorithm,
we obtain from the deﬁnition of the step that ‖sk‖ ≤ ∆max for all k ≥ 1. In the same spirit, if
the regularization algorithm of [19] is used for Phase 1 and x1 is produced after kǫ iterations of
this algorithm, we obtain from the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [19] and the deﬁnition of successful
iterations that
ν(x0) ≥ ν(x0)− ν(x1) =
∑
k∈Skǫ
[ν(xk)− ν(xk+1)] ≥ ησmin
(p+ 1)!
∑
k∈Skǫ
‖sk‖p+1,
giving that
‖sk‖ ≤
(
ν(x0)(p+ 1)!
ησmin
) 1
p+1
.
Hence ‖x1−x0‖ is itself bounded above by this constant times the (ǫP-dependent) number of
iterations in Phase 1 given by Lemma 4.2. Using the boundedness of the gradient of ν(x) on
the path of successful iterates implied by AS.2 then ensures (see Appendix) the (extremely
pessimistic) upper bound
f(x1) = f(x0) +O
(
max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
1−π
P ǫ
−π
D
])
. (4.15)
Substituting this bound in (4.8) in eﬀect squares the complexity of obtaining (xǫ, tǫ).
Assuming that f(x1)− flow can be bounded by a constant independent of ǫP and ǫD, Ta-
ble 4.3 gives the evaluation complexity bound for achieving ﬁrst-and second-order optimality
for the problem with additional equality constraints, depending on the choice of underlying
algorithm for convexly-constrained optimization. In this table, q is the sought criticality order
and p is the degree of the Taylor series being used to model the objective function in the inner
algorithm. The table also shows that the use of regularized high-degree models for optimality
orders beyond one remains to be explored.
TR-algo Regularization
q (p = q) p = q p = q + 1 p ≥ q
1 O
(
ǫ−3
)
O
(
ǫ−3
)
O
(
ǫ−2
)
O
(
ǫ
− p+2
p
)
2 O
(
ǫ−5
)
? ? ?
q O
(
ǫ−(2q+1)
)
? ? ?
Table 4.3: Evaluation complexity bounds for Algorithm outer as a function of the underlying
algorithm for convexly-constrained problems, for ǫ-independent f(x1)− flow and ǫ = ǫP = ǫD
We now consider the link between the necessary conditions derived in Section 2 and the
results of Theorem 4.5. For future reference, we start by giving the full expressions of the
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ﬁrst four derivatives of µ(x, t) as a function of x:
∇1xµ(x, t) =
m∑
i=1
ci(x)∇1xci(x) + (f(x)− t)∇1xf(x), (4.16)
∇2xµ(x, t) =
m∑
i=1
[
∇1xci(x)⊗∇1xci(x) + ci(x)∇2xci(x)
]
+∇1xf(x)⊗∇1xf(x) + (f(x)− t)∇2xf(x)
(4.17)
∇3xµ(x, t) =
m∑
i=1
[
3∇2xci(x)⊗∇1xci(x)+ci(x)∇3xci(x)
]
+3∇2xf(x)⊗∇1xf(x)+(f(x)− t)∇3xf(x)
(4.18)
∇4xµ(x, t) =
m∑
i=1
[
4∇3xci(x)⊗∇1xci(x) + 3∇2xci(x)⊗∇2xci(x) + ci(x)∇4xci(x)
]
+4∇3xf(x)⊗∇1xf(x) + 3∇2xf(x)⊗∇2xf(x) + (f(x)− t)∇4xf(x)
(4.19)
where ⊗ denotes the external product.
We ﬁnally establish the consequences of Theorem 4.5 in terms of the functions involved
in problem (2.1). Because this results makes repeated used of Theorem 3.7 in [21], we ﬁrst
recall this proposition.
Theorem 4.6 [21, Th. 3.7] Suppose that ψ, a general objective function, is q times
continuously diﬀerentiable and that ∇qxψ is Lipschitz continous with constant Lψ,q in an
open neighbourhood of a point xǫ ∈ F of radius larger than ∆ǫ. Suppose also that, for
some ǫ,
φ∆ǫψ,j(xǫ) ≤ ǫ∆jǫ for j = 1, . . . , q.
Then
ψ(xǫ + d) ≥ ψ(xǫ)− 2ǫ∆q for all d ∈ F(xǫ) such that ‖d‖ ≤
(
q! ǫ∆q
Lψ,q
) 1
q+1
.
Theorem 4.7 Suppose that AS.1–AS.4 hold and that, at (xǫ, tǫ) and for some ∆ǫ > 0,
conditions (4.9) hold if f(xǫ) = tǫ or conditions (4.10) hold for {1, . . . , q} if f(xǫ) > tǫ.
(i) If f(xǫ) = tǫ and, for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, ∇jxν is Lipschitz continuous with constant Lν,j
in a neighbourhood of xǫ of radius larger than ∆ǫ, then, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , q},
‖c(xǫ)‖ > δǫP and ‖c(xǫ + d)‖ ≥ ‖c(xǫ)‖ − 2ǫD‖c(xǫ)‖∆jk (4.20)
for all d ∈ F(xǫ) such that
‖d‖ ≤
(
j! ǫD‖c(xǫ)‖∆jǫ
Lν,j
) 1
j+1
.
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(ii) If f(xǫ) > tǫ, then, for
yǫ =
c(xǫ)
f(xǫ)− tǫ , (4.21)
one has that
φ∆ǫΛ,1(xǫ, yǫ) ≤ ǫD∆ǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖ and φ̂∆ǫΛ,j(xǫ, yǫ) ≤ ǫD∆jǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖ (j = 2, 3), (4.22)
where φ̂∆ǫΛ,j diﬀers from φ
∆ǫ
Λ,j in that it uses the feasible set F(xǫ) ∩M(xǫ) instead
of F(xǫ). Moreover, if f and c have Lipschitz continuous j-th derivatives with
constants Lf,j and Lc,j , respectively, then
‖c(xǫ)‖ ≤ δǫP and f(xǫ + d) ≥ f(xǫ)− 2ǫP‖yǫ‖ − 2ǫD∆jǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖ (4.23)
for all d such that d ∈M(xǫ) ∩ F(xǫ) whenever j = 2, 3, ‖c(xǫ + d)‖ ≤ ǫ, and
‖d‖ ≤
(
j! ǫD∆
j
ǫ√
2max[Lf,j , Lc,j ]
) 1
j+1
, (4.24)
Moreover, the second bound in (4.23) can be simpliﬁed to
f(xǫ + d) ≥ f(xǫ)− 2ǫD∆jǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖ (4.25)
for any d such that d ∈ M(xǫ) ∩ F(xǫ) whenever j = 2, 3, (4.24) holds, and for
which c(xǫ + d) = 0 or c(xǫ + d) = c(xǫ).
Proof. Consider ﬁrst the case where f(xǫ) = tǫ (and thus ‖c(xǫ)‖ > δǫP because of
Theorem 4.5). Note that we only need to consider the case where ‖c(xǫ + d)‖ ≤ ‖c(xǫ)‖.
We have that, for d ∈ F(xǫ),
‖c(xǫ + d)‖ − ‖c(xǫ)‖ = ‖c(xǫ + d)‖
2 − ‖c(xǫ)‖2
‖c(xǫ + d)‖+ ‖c(xǫ)‖ ≥
ν(xǫ + d)− ν(xǫ)
‖c(xǫ)‖
and the second part of (4.20) then follows from (4.9) and Theorem 4.6 applied to the
function ν.
Consider now the case where f(xǫ) > tǫ (and thus ‖c(xǫ)‖ ≤ ǫP because of Theorem 4.5).
Focus ﬁrst on the case where j = 1. Theorem 4.5 then ensures that
φ∆ǫµ,1(xǫ, tǫ) ≤ ǫD∆ǫ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖.
Using now (4.21) and
1
f(xǫ)− tǫ∇
1
xµ(xǫ, tǫ) = J(xǫ)
T c(xǫ)
f(xǫ)− tǫ +∇
1
xf(xǫ) = J(xǫ)
T yǫ+∇1xf(xǫ) = ∇1xΛ(xǫ, tǫ).
(4.26)
one has that (4.22) holds for j = 1. Moreover, applying Theorem 4.6, we obtain that
Λ(xǫ + d, yǫ) ≥ Λ(xǫ, yǫ)− 2ǫD∆ǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖
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for all d ∈ F(xǫ) such that
‖d‖ ≤
√
‖(1, yTǫ )‖ǫ∆ǫ
Lf,1 + ‖yǫ‖Lc,1 .
Using now the fact that, for any a ≥ 0, √2(1 + a2) ≥ 1 + a, we obtain that
‖(1, yTǫ )‖ ≥
1 + ‖yǫ‖√
2
. (4.27)
Hence we deduce that, for all d ∈ F(xǫ) satisfying
‖d‖ ≤
√
ǫ∆ǫ√
2max[Lf,1, Lc,1]
, (4.28)
we have that
f(xǫ + d) + y
T
ǫ c(xǫ + d) ≥ f(xǫ) + yTǫ c(xǫ)− 2ǫD∆ǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖ (4.29)
and hence, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, that
f(xǫ + d) ≥ f(xǫ)− ‖yǫ‖‖c(xǫ)− c(xǫ + d)‖ − 2ǫD∆ǫ‖(1, yǫ)‖.
If one additionally requests that ‖c(xǫ + d)‖ ≤ ǫP, then, from the ﬁrst part of (4.10),
‖c(xǫ)− c(xǫ + d)‖ ≤ 2ǫP and therefore f(xǫ + d) ≥ f(xǫ)− 2ǫP‖yǫ‖ − 2ǫD∆ǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖ for
all d ∈ F(xǫ) such that (4.28) holds. Also note that, if d exists such that c(xǫ + d) = 0,
xǫ + d ∈ F and (4.28) holds, then (4.29) ensures that
f(xǫ + d) ≥ f(xǫ)− 2ǫD∆ǫ‖(1, yǫ)T ‖ (4.30)
since yTǫ c(xǫ) ≥ 0 because f(xǫ)− tǫ > 0. Similarly, if d exists such that c(xǫ+ d) = c(xǫ),
d ∈ F(xǫ) and (4.28) holds, then (4.29) ensures that (4.30) also holds.
Now turn to the case where f(xǫ) > tǫ and j = 2. Observe now that, because of (4.17)
and (2.5),
∇2xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[d]2 =
1
f(xǫ)− tǫ∇
2
xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[d]
2 for all d ∈M(xǫ). (4.31)
Now, φ∆ǫµ,2(xǫ) ≤ ǫD∆2ǫ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖ implies that
∇1xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[d] + 12∇2xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[d]2 ≥ −ǫD∆2ǫ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖
for all d ∈M(xǫ)∩F(xǫ), and thus, dividing by f(xǫ)−tǫ > 0 and using (4.26) and (4.31),
∇1xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[d] + 12∇2xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[d]2 ≥ −ǫD∆2ǫ‖(1, yǫ)‖
for all d ∈ M(xǫ) ∩ F(xǫ). This in turn ensures that (4.22) holds for j = 2. Applying
Theorem 4.6 for the problem deﬁning φ̂, we deduce that
Λ(xǫ + d, yǫ) ≥ Λ(xǫ, yǫ)− 2ǫD∆2ǫ‖(1, yǫ)‖ (4.32)
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for all d such that d ∈ M(xǫ) ∩ F(xǫ). As a consequence, using (4.27) as above, we have
that (4.23) holds for j = 2 and all d ∈M(xǫ) ∩ F(xǫ) such that
‖d‖ ≤
(
2ǫD∆
2
ǫ√
2max[Lf,2, Lc,2]
) 1
3
. (4.33)
Applying the same reasoning as above, we deduce that
f(xǫ + d) ≥ f(xǫ)− 2ǫP‖yǫ‖ − 2ǫD∆2ǫ‖(1, yǫ)‖
if one additionally requests that ‖c(xǫ+ d)‖ ≤ ǫP. We may also, as for j = 1, deduce from
(4.32) that f(xǫ+ d) ≥ f(xǫ)− 2ǫD∆2ǫ‖(1, yǫ)‖ for any d such that d ∈M(xǫ)∩F(xǫ) and
(4.33) holds and for which c(xǫ + d) = 0 or c(xǫ + d) = c(xǫ).
We ﬁnally turn to the case where f(xǫ) > tǫ and j = 3. It can be veriﬁed that, for
s1 ∈M(xǫ),
∇2xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[s1, s2] = ∇1xc(xǫ)[s1].∇1xc(xǫ)[s2] +∇1xf(xǫ)[s1].∇1xf(xǫ)[s2]
+(f(xǫ)− tǫ)∇2xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[s1, s2]
= (f(xǫ)− tǫ)∇2xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[s1, s2]
(4.34)
and
∇3xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[s1]3 = 3
[∑m
i=1∇2xci(xǫ)[s1]2.∇1xci(xǫ)[s1] +∇2xf(xǫ)[s1]2.∇1xf(xǫ)[s1]
]
+(f(xǫ)− tǫ)∇3xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[s1]3
= (f(xǫ)− tǫ)∇3xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[s1]3.
(4.35)
At termination we have that φ∆ǫµ,3(xǫ) ≤ ǫD∆3ǫ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖, and thus, for all d ∈ F(xǫ),
∇1xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[d] + 12∇2xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[d]2 + 16∇3xµ(xǫ, tǫ)[d]3 ≥ −ǫD∆3ǫ‖r(xǫ, tǫ)‖.
As for j = 1 and 2, and for every d ∈M(xǫ) ∩ F(xǫ), the above relations imply that
∇1xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[d] + 12∇2xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[d]2 + 16∇3xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)[d]3 ≥ −ǫD∆3ǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖,
and therefore that (4.22) holds for j = 3. Applying Theorem 4.6 again, we now deduce
that
Λ(xǫ + d, yǫ) ≥ Λ(xǫ, yǫ)− 2ǫD∆2ǫ‖(1, yǫ)‖
for all d ∈M(xǫ)∩F(xǫ). As for the previous cases, this implies that (4.23) holds for for
j = 3 and, using (4.27) once more, for all d ∈M(xǫ) ∩ F(xǫ) satisfying
‖d‖ ≤
(
6ǫD∆
3
ǫ√
2max[Lf,3, Lc,3]
) 1
3
. (4.36)
The inequality (4.25) is obtained as for the cases where j = 1, 2. ✷
We verify that (4.22) for j = 1 is the scaled ﬁrst-order criticality condition considered in [20]
(Theorem 4.7 thus subsumes the analysis presented in that reference) and is equivalent to
‖PT(xǫ)[−∇1xΛ(xǫ, yǫ)]‖ ≤ ǫD∆ǫ‖(1, yTǫ )‖,
which corresponds to a scaled version of the ﬁrst-order criticality condition considered in [6].
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4.1 Beyond third-order optimality?
We have now proved that, if an approximate q-th order critical points for the convexly con-
strained problem can be obtained by an inner algorithm at a given evaluation complexity,
then the same result holds for the critical points of ‖c(x)‖ whenever Algorithm outer termi-
nates with an infeasible stationary point of the constraint violation (either at Phase 1 or at
(4.9)). When Algorithm outer terminates with (4.10), we have shown in Theorem 4.7 that
similar results hold for criticality of orders one, two and three.
As indicated already, the situation becomes considerably more complicated for higher
orders. The ﬁrst diﬃculty, which we covered in Section 2, is that the conditions (2.15)-(2.14)
involve, for higher orders, the geometry of the feasible arcs in a way which is hard to exploit.
Moreover, the fact that we could derive, in Theorem 4.7, some lower bounds on the objective
function values by exploiting information at orders one up to three is strongly dependent of
the observation that, in the suitable subspace,
1
f(xǫ)− tǫ∇
j
xµ(xǫ, tǫ) = ∇jxΛ(xǫ, yǫ) (j = 1, 2, 3) (4.37)
(see (4.26), (4.31), (4.34) and (4.35)), which in turn ensures that minimizing µ(x, t) with
respect to x on the said subspace also results in minimizing Λ(x, y) with respect to x on the
same subspace(5). Is this crucial property maintained for high orders? We now show that
the answer to this question is negative for orders four and beyond, due to the ever more
distant relationship between ∇jxµ(xǫ, tǫ) and ∇jxΛ(xǫ, yǫ) when j grows, which is apparent
when considering the expressions (4.16)-(4.19). Indeed, the terms
3
f(xǫ)− tǫ
[
m∑
i=1
(∇2xci(x)⊗∇2xci(x))[d]4 + (∇2xf(x)⊗∇2xf(x))[d]4
]
= 3
f(xǫ)− tǫ
[
m∑
i=1
(
∇2xci(x)[d]2
)2
+
(
∇2xf(x)[d]2
)2] (4.38)
in (4.19) would only vanish in general if d ∈ ker2[∇2xf(x)] ∩ ker2[∇2xc(x)]. Although this is
formally reminiscent of the deﬁnition of M(x) in (2.5), this crucial inclusion now no longer
follows from lower-order conditions.
This is illustrated by what happens on the problem
min
x1,x1
−x2 − x21 + x1x2 − 12x41 subject to ε+ x2 + x21 − x1x2 = 0 (4.39)
for some ε ∈ (0, 1]. If we consider xǫ = (0, 0) and tǫ = −ε (yielding yǫ = 1), then one can ver-
ify (see Appendix) that µ(0, tǫ) satisﬁes the necessary conditions for a fourth order minimizer
at the origin while the problem itself has a global (fourth order) constrained maximizer. Fig-
ure 4.3 shows the contour lines of the objective function with the constraint set superimposed
as a thick curve (left), the contour lines of µ(x, tǫ) (center) and Λ(x, yǫ) (right).
It is worthwhile to note that the above discussion has wider implications. Indeed the
ﬁrst of the problematic terms in (4.38) not only occurs in the function µ(x, t) used in this
paper, but also when applying to problem (2.1) a quadratic, ℓ1 or ℓ∞ penalty function, a
(5)For order three, it is fortunate that terms in (4.34) and (4.35) involving the second derivatives always
appear in product with terms involving the ﬁrst, which is the reason why the minimization subspace at order
three is not smaller than that at order two.
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Figure 4.3: Contour lines for (4.39) (left), µ(x, tǫ) (center) and Λ(x, yǫ) (right)with the con-
straint shown as a thick curve
classical augmented Lagrangian approach, or a sequential quadratic programming method
using a merit function depending on such penalty terms. The same diﬃculty may also occur
if more general penalizations of the type p(ν(x)) (for some increasing smooth function p from
IR+ to IR+) are employed. Indeed, consider the derivatives of p(ν(x)). One veriﬁes that
∇4xp(ν(x)) = p′′′′(ν(x))[∇1xν(x)]4⊗ + 6p′′′(ν(x))∇2xν(x)⊗ [∇1xν(x)]2⊗
+4p′′(ν(x))∇3xν(x)⊗∇1xν(x) + 3p′′(ν(x))[∇2xν(x)]2⊗
+p′(ν(x))∇4xν(x)
whose last term, together with
∇4xν(x) =
m∑
i=1
[
4∇3xci(x)⊗∇1xci(x) + 3 [∇2xci(x)]2⊗ + ci(x)∇4xci(x)
]
,
indicates that the troublesome terms involving [∇2xci(x)]2⊗ do not vanish unless p′(ν(x)) also
vanishes with ν(x).
None of the linear or quadratic penalization approaches can therefore be expected to reliably
produce critical points of orders four or more. Innovative techniques are thus needed if one is
interested to compute high-order critical points of (2.1) of higher order. One possible research
direction is to follow the propositions formulated in [19] and to exploit penalization terms
of order higher than two in the deﬁnitions of ν and µ, for which an improved evaluation
complexity bound is already available for the subproblem solution.
5 Conclusions and discussion
We have formulated and analyzed, in Section 2, the necessary conditions for high-order opti-
mality in nonlinear optimization problems involving both convex set constraints and nonlinear
equalities. We have also discussed the diﬃculties inherent to their form for third-order critical
points and higher.
We then have shown in Sections 3 and 4 that the evaluation complexity of ﬁnding an
approximate q-th-order scaled critical point (q = 1, 2, 3) for a large class of smooth nonlinear
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optimization problem involving both equality and inequality constraints is at most O(ǫ1−πP ǫ
−π
D )
evaluations of the objective function, constraints and their derivatives, where ǫπ is the order
of the guaranteed objective function decrease during the successful iterations of an under-
lying inner algorithm for convexly constrained least-squares problems. We refer here to an
“approximate scaled critical point” in that such a point is required to satisfy (4.9) or (4.10),
where the accuracy is scaled by the size of the constraint violation or that of the Lagrange
multipliers. In particular, the above results provide the ﬁrst evaluation complexity bound
for second- and third-order criticality in the case involving general inequality and equality
constraints.
This result also corrects an unfortunate error(6) in the ﬁrst-order analysis of [20], that
allows a vector of Lagrange multipliers whose sign is arbitrary (in line with a purely ﬁrst-
order setting where minimization and maximization are not distinguished). The present
analysis now yields the multiplier with the sign associated with minimization.
Interestingly, an O(ǫPǫ
−(p+1)/p
D min[ǫD, ǫP]
−(p+1)/p) evaluation complexity bound was also
proved by Birgin, Gardenghi, Mart´ınez, Santos and Toint in [6] for ﬁrst-order unscaled, stan-
dard KKT conditions and in the least expensive of three cases depending on the degree of
degeneracy identiﬁable by the algorithm(7). Even if the bounds for the scaled and unscaled
cases coincide in order when ǫP ≤ ǫD, comparing the two results for ﬁrst-order critical points
is not straightforward. On one hand the scaled conditions take into account the possibly
diﬀerent scaling of the objective function and constraints. On the other hand the same scaled
conditions may result in earlier termination with (4.10) if the Lagrange multipliers are very
large, as (4.10) is then consistent with the weaker requirement of ﬁnding a John’s point. But
the framework discussed in the present paper also diﬀers from that of [6] in additional signiﬁ-
cant ways. The ﬁrst is that second-order critical points are now covered in the analysis. If we
now restrict the scope to ﬁrst-order, the present paper provides a potentially stronger version
of the termination of the algorithm at infeasible points (in Phase 1): indeed the second part of
(4.9) can be interpreted as requiring that the size of the feasible gradient of ‖c(x)‖ is below ǫD,
while [6] considers the gradient of ‖c(x)‖2 instead. The second is that, if termination occurs
in Phase 2 for an xǫ such that φ
∆k
ν,1 (xǫ) is of order ǫPǫD∆k (thereby covering the case where
f(xǫ) = tk discussed in Theorem 4.5) and xǫ ∈ F0, then ‖PT∗ [−∇1xν(x∗)]‖ = ‖∇1xν(x∗)‖ is
of the same order and Birgin et al. show that, in this case, the  Lojaciewicz inequality [41]
must fail for c in the limit for ǫP and ǫD tending to zero (see [6] for details). This observation
is interesting because smooth functions satisfy the  Lojaciewicz inequality under relatively
weak conditions, implying that termination in these circumstances is unlikely. The same in-
formation is also obtained in [6], albeit at the price of worsening the evaluation complexity
bound mentioned above by an order of magnitude in ǫD. We also note that the approach
of [6] requires the minimization, at each iteration, of a residual whose second derivatives are
discontinuous, while all functions used in the present paper are p times continuously diﬀeren-
tiable. A ﬁnal diﬀerence between the two approaches is obviously our introduction of φ∆kµ,j in
the expression of the criticality condition in Theorem 4.5 for taking the inequality constraints
into account.
Will regularization-based methods provide better evaluation complexity bounds when us-
ing polynomial models of higher order? Can the limitations of penalty approaches for ﬁnding
(6)The second equality in the ﬁrst equation of Lemma 3.4 in [20] only holds if one is ready to ﬂip the gradient’s
sign if necessary.
(7)This result also assumes boundedness of f(x1).
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high-order solutions for equality constrained problems be circumvented? These and many
other questions remain open at this stage.
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Appendix
Details of the derivation of (4.15)
For the trust-region algorithm,
f(x∗1) ≤ f(x1) +
(
max
ξ∈∪j∈S [xj ,xj+1]
‖∇1xν(ξ)‖
)
∆max
(⌊
κ
‖c‖
CC ‖c(x1)‖ ǫ−qP ǫ−(q+1)D
⌋
+ 1
)
.
For the regularization algorithm,
f(x1) ≤ f(x0) +
(
ν(x0)(p+ 1)!
ησmin
) 1
p+1
×
max
ξ∈∪j∈S [xj ,xj+1]
‖∇1xν(ξ)‖
{⌊
κ
‖c‖
CC ‖c(x0)‖ max
[
ǫ−1P , ǫ
− 1
p
P ǫ
− p+1
p+1−q
D
]⌋
+ 1
}
.
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Details for the example (4.39)
We prove the validity of the statement made after the deﬁnition of problem (4.39), namely
that µ(0, tǫ) satisﬁes the necessary conditions for a fourth order minimizer at the origin while
the problem itself has a global (fourth order) constrained maximizer.
Let T3(x) = x2 + x
2
1 − 2x1x2 and deﬁne, for some ε ∈ (0, 1],
f(x) = −T3(x)− 12x41 and c(x) = ε+ T3(x). (A.1)
and thus, for a given multiplier y,
Λ(x, y) = −T3(x)− 12x41 + y[ε+ T3(x)] (A.2)
We have that
∇1xT3(x) =
(
2x1 − 2x2
1− 2x1
)
, ∇2xT3(x) =
(
2 −2
−2 0
)
and ∇3xT3(x) = 0. (A.3)
Thus, at the origin and for tǫ = −ε
c(0) = ε = f(0)− tǫ and ∇jxc(0) = ∇jxT3(0) = −∇jxf(0) for j = 1, 2, 3. (A.4)
As a consequence, the choice y = 1, (A.2) and (A.3) ensure that Λ(x, 1) = ε− 1
2
x41as well as
∇1xΛ(0, 1) = 0, ∇2xΛ(0, 1) = 0, ∇3xΛ(0, 1) = 0, ∇4xΛ(0, 1) = ∇4xf(0) = −12e⊗41 . (A.5)
Using (4.16)-(4.19) and (A.4), we also have that, for t = −ε,
∇1xµ(0, tǫ) = (c(0)− f(0) + tǫ)∇1xT3(0) = (ε− 0− ε)e2 = 0, (A.6)
∇2xµ(0, tǫ) = 2∇1xT3(0)⊗∇1xT3(0) = 2e2eT2 , ∇3xµ(0, tǫ) = 6∇2xT3(0)⊗∇1xT3(0) = 0 (A.7)
and, using the last equation in (A.5),
∇4xµ(0, tǫ) = 6∇2xT3(0)⊗∇2xT3(0) + c(0)∇4xc(0) + (f(0)− tǫ)∇4xf(0)
= 12
[(
1 −1
−1 0
)⊗2
− εe⊗41
]
.
(A.8)
(Notice the contribution of the ﬁrst term in the bracketed expression, potentially dwarﬁng
that of the second for suﬃciently small ǫ.)
Let us attempt to verify (2.15)-(2.9) with q = 4 for the problem of minimizing µ(x, tǫ)
with s1 ∈ ker2[∇2µ] = span {e1}. We have that (2.15) holds because of (A.6). We also obtain,
from (A.6)-(A.8), that, for s1 = τe1 for some τ ∈ IR and for any choice of s2, s3, s4 ∈ IRn,
∇2xµ(0, tǫ)[s2] + 12∇2xµ(0, tǫ)[s1]2 = 0T s2 + τe2eT2 e1 = 0,
∇3xµ(0, tǫ)[s3] + τ∇2xµ(0, tǫ)[s1, s2] +
τ3
6
∇3xµ(0, tǫ)[s1]3 = 0T s3 + τsT2 e2eT2 e1 +
τ3
6
0[s1]
3 = 0
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and
∇1xµ(0, tǫ)[s4] +∇2xµ(0, tǫ)[s1, s3] + 12∇2xµ(0, tǫ)[s2]2 + 12∇3xµ(0, tǫ)[s1, s1, s2] + 124∇4xµ(0, tǫ)[s1]4
= 0T s4 ++τs
T
3 e2e
T
2 e1 +
1
2
(eT2 s2)
2 + τ
2
2 0
T [e1, e1, s2]
+ 12
24
[∥∥∥∥eT1 ( 1 −1−1 0
)
e1
∥∥∥∥2 − ε
]
τ4(eT1 e1)
4
= 1
2
(eT2 s2)
2 + 1
2
(1− ε)τ4(eT1 e1)4.
(A.9)
The choice of s2, s3 and s4 is however constrained by (2.9) for i = 1, 2, 3, in that those vector
must also satisfy the equations
∇1xc(0)[s1] = 0 = τeT2 e1,
∇1xc(0)[s2] + 12∇2xc(0)[s1]2 = 0 = eT2 s2 + τ2eT1
(
1 −1
−1 0
)
e1,
∇1xc(0)[s3] +∇2xc(0)[s1, s2] + 12∇3xc(0)[s1]3 = 0 = eT2 s3 + 2τ(e1 − e2)T s2 + τ30T [e1]3.
and
∇1xc(0)[s4] +∇2xc(0)[s1, s3] + + 12∇2xc(0)[s2]2 + 12∇3xc(0)[s1, s1, s2]2 + 124∇4xc(0)[s1]4
= 0 = eT2 s4 + e
T
1 s2(e
T
1 s2 − 2τ2) + 2τeT1 s3 − 4τ2.
The second, third and fourth of these conditions impose constraints on the values of eT2 s2, e
T
2 s3
and eT2 s4. In particular, the second implies that e
T
2 s2 = −τ2, which we may then substitute
in (A.9) and deduce that
∇4xµ(0, tǫ)[s4] +∇2xµ(0, tǫ)[s1, s3] + 12∇2xµ(0, tǫ)[s2]2 + 12∇3xµ(0, tǫ)[s1, s1, s2] + 124∇4xµ(0, tǫ)[s1]4
= 1
2
τ4 + ( 1
2
− ε)τ4 = (1− 1
2
ε)τ4 ≥ 0.
(A.10)
We therefore obtain that, for all ε ∈ (0, 1], x∗ satisﬁes the necessary conditions of Theorem 2.1
with q = 4, except that c(x∗) = ε. However (A.5) shows that Λ(x, yǫ) is a polynomial of degree
4 with a global maximizer at the origin, independently of the value of ε. Letting ε tend to zero
and using the fact that all quantities in the example depend continuously on this parameter
then allows to conclude.
